Founding Aspirations,

Pursued to this Day
In Every Era, Aiming to Support the Foundations of Industry
and Society at Large
In 1928 founder Masao Saneyoshi established Japan

Through consistent growth and expansion after focusing
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ration. What drove him to seek an abundant, low-cost
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supply of oil for Japan was the belief that domestic produc-

oped operations in a Total Engineering segment for

tion of gasoline - for which imports were surging since the
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Domestic EPC and Maintenance, as well as a Functional

development.

Materials Manufacturing segment in Japan.
The JGC Group will continue to grow by helping to build a
sustainable society and contributing to solutions for global
issues.

Founder of JGC Group

Masao Saneyoshi

News of the company's founding
(as published in the predecessor of The Nikkei, October 11, 1928)

Corporate Philosophy

JGC Way

The corporate philosophy of the JGC Group, the “JGC Way,” is the fundamental platform pursuant to which the business activities
of the group are promoted and furthermore is followed by each and every JGC Group employee and executive in their activities.

Values
We are driven by our shared values and commitments.
These elements express our strengths and represent the basis for how we work and deliver solutions to our clients and stakeholders:
Shared Values

Challenge We venture into new business fields, overcome technical hurdles and establish innovative methodologies.
We remain dedicated to developing results-focused, thoughtful solutions that fully meet the needs of our clients
Create
and benefit society as a whole.

Mission

Integrate We bring together a wide range of technologies, innovative tools

and a diverse team dedicated to increasing value to all stakeholders.

We are committed to creating a more prosperous future for our clients, for people and for society through
integrating our core capabilities and technical expertise to generate innovative solutions.
Professional
Commitments

Deliver

We commit to overcoming obstacles through diligence and our “never-give-up” philosophy,
and to delivering quality products and services to our clients and society.

Respect

We undertake to foster mutual respect and support among all those involved in our activities
and to emphasize the importance of safety for all.

Integrity

We pledge to maintain the highest ethical standards in everything we do.

JGC Group Corporate Slogan

Vision
The corporate slogan embodies the JGC Group's strong desire to contribute to the resolution of increasingly complex issues
around the world through its business activities, including the full range of EPC services, functional materials manufacturing, and consulting.
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We create new value and solve problems for our clients
and society by utilizing our technical skills in the fields of engineering and functional materials.
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